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How might your life have been different, if the first you reached out for help with felt emotional suffering, and 
psycho-spiritual overwhelm you were met by people who were experienced in being with their own deep 

suffering, who held an understanding of the territory? And what if you were met with  
•!Awareness,  

•!Compassion,  
•!Dignity,  
•!Respect? 

How might your life have been different if when you felt the need for safety and support you were taken to a 

sanctuary; a place of  
•!Beauty,  
•!Peace  

•!Serenity  
•!Nature 

•!Healthy food 

How might your life have been different if rather than being told that there was something abnormally wrong 

with you, that you have a disorder, disease or a disability, you were told that what you were experiencing was 
in fact a sign of something right with you?  What if you were told that you were engaging in a sacred 

alchemical process of 
•!Releasing 
•!Reassessing 

•!Reordering 
•!Restructuring? 

  
How might your life have been different if you looked into the mirror of eyes of 

•!Acceptance 

•!Understanding 
•!Reverence? 

And how might your life have been different if you were told someone was willing to Be With you in the scary 
moments of this sacred process, not to label your process, or stop it or fix it, but to hold witness, with no 

agenda save holding sacred space and honoring  
•!Your Innate wisdom 

•!Your Perfection 
•!Your Divinity 
•!Your Wholeness 

  

  

  



Living Into Wholeness 

Innate Body Wisdom Practice 

•! Whole, Alive, Open, Flowing  

       (Place of the smile ! ) 

              

•! Shut Down, Constricted, Dead,  



Principles of Wholeness 
"! Everything is connected in a unified, interrelated whole:   

#! It is not possible to be outside this state of wholeness 

#! Activity anywhere in the system has an affect elsewhere in the system  

#! Everything influences everything else.   

#! If all is connected, there is no “them” there is only “we.” 

"! At the very core of our being is an intrinsic state of 
  wholeness:   

#!  Despite anything that has happened to us there is a place that remains, whole, 
perfect, and divine 

#! This our most essential being  

#! This place of wholeness, and divinity is available to us right here, right now. 

"! Quantum physics tells us that all matter is 99% empty space 
but that space is not a void, it is filled with a creative 
intelligence. 
#! At its most fundamental level everything is infused with creative intelligence and 

flows from unlimited potentiality:   

#! This creative intelligence responds to human consciousness, expanding thoughts, 
beliefs, expectations and feelings into our experience.   

#! The next moment is created in this one by what we align with right now. 

#!  Every thought, every word, every feeling is creative.  
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"!The observer actually shapes what is seen:      

#!  The external world is shaped by how we see it 

#!  We view the world through  a set of lenses colored by our past 

     experiences, our beliefs and our expectations.  

#!  What we “see” (experience) is affected by what lens we look 

      through.  

#!   We can change our experience by changing the way we see and 

      respond to LIFE. 

"!   All life participates in an evolutionary drive toward a greater 
      state of Wholeness: 

#!Life is a dynamic, ever changing process of breaking down, releasing, and reordering 
into a constantly evolving state.  

#!There is meaning and purpose in all experience.   

#!The human spirit is unquenchable in its ability to survive and thrive. 



YES ! 

Authentic Self 

Self-Love/Self-Trust 

SOL I D GR OUND OF BEIN G 



Beginning to doubt SELF ! 



Questioning authentic self 



Take on Negative Internal Messages 

TRAUMA 

LOSS 

SHA K Y GR OUND OF BE IN G 

S e lf-loathing/ M istrust of  S E LF 



“Normal” becomes living in a BOX 

FEELINGS 

THOUGHTS 

IMPULSES 

DESIRES 

Addictions 

Distractions 

Alcohol 

 Drugs 

Gambling 

Food 

Work 

Noise 

Drama 

Activity 

Misery 

Victimhood 

Depression 

Anxiety 

Numbing                  Strategies 

Confusion 

Resentment/ 

Anger 

Disconnected 
 from 

 Authentic 





Living Into W holeness 
Now What 

  

The Real Problem:!

•!Disconnection form SELF and OTHERS!

•!Mistrust of one’s own feelings, thoughts, impulses & desires!

•!Disconnection from one’s inner wisdom and from the intelligent Life Force !

•!Self-Loathing!

The Solution:!

•!Principles & Practices to help one reconnect with Self &others & the Intelligent Life-
Force !

•!Reconnecting with one’s own wisdom to determine one’s own Truth with the help and 
support of good “mirrors”!

•!A combination of nutrition, exercise, bodywork,  creative expression, to reconnect 
to one’s body/being & grow in trust of oneself!

•!Self-Love practices!

•!Aligning with intrinsic state of Wholeness & wisdom already within the individual!



YES ! 

Authentic Self 

Self-Love/Self-Trust 

SOL I D GR OUND OF BEIN G 

This is the Goal!



The Power Of Words 

 
 



The Power Of Words 

 

 







Living Into Wholeness 
Power-full Transformation Tools 

•! Awareness:  
•! Power of Consciousness, self-observation, 

•! Power of Perspective shapes experience  

•! Notice what is life-enhancing, life-draining 

•! What you focus on expands  

•! Mind:  
•! Brain = command center of physical body 

•! Mind = A Greater Intelligence in every cell body/
being and beyond 

•! Envisions, creates, recreates 

•! It is in your power to change your mind and re-
create your life! 

•! Free Will: 
•! We are at choice every moment 

•! We can access our will to choose how we align our 

thoughts  

•! Breath:  
•! Necessary for life 

•! The rhythm of LIFE:  

•! Breathing in all we need 

•! Releasing all we do not need 

•! Gratitude: 

•! Gratitude has a transformational quality 

•! Works from the inside out 

•! Expansive, attraction vibration 

•! Practice saying “Thankyou, Thank you, 
Thank you!! 

•! Practice “blessing” everything 



Stop 



Living Into Wholeness 
Practices 

»!Breathing Practices 

»!Aligning Practices 

»!Grounding Practices 

»!Releasing Practices 

»!Compassion Practices 

»!Forgiveness Practices 

»!Gratitude Practices 



Living Into Wholeness  
Developed By:  

Debbie L. Whittle 

•! Available for  

•! Workshops 

•! Training 

•! Retreats 

•! Consulting 

•! Private Sessions 

•! Motivational Speaking 

•! 978-717-6227 

•!Debtrueheart@gmail.com 


